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Background
• In our institution, the first point of contact 

after hours for breast imaging emergencies is 
the on call resident. Responsibilities include 
managing phone calls from patients with post 
biopsy concerns and for overnight reports on 
breast ultrasounds.

• Many residents find managing breast issues on 
call to be stressful. 

• Developing and implementing teaching tools 
designed to instruct residents about handling 
breast emergencies could decrease on call 
resident uncertainty and ultimately improve 
patient care.

Bosma MS, Morden KL, Klein KA, Neal CH, Knoepp US, and Patterson SK. (2015). Breast imaging after dark: patient outcomes following 
evaluation for breast abscess in the emergency department after hours. Emergency Radiology, 23(1), 29-33. doi: 10.1007/s10140-015-1352-3



Purpose

• To evaluate the confidence and competency of 
radiology residents managing breast care 
issues while on call at an academic medical 
center, and to determine the effectiveness of 
a combination of two educational 
interventions:

– A lecture dedicated to on call breast issues 

– A reference guide distributed to on call 
residents

Slanetz PJ, Kung J, and Eisenberg L. (2013). Teaching Radiology in the Millenial Era. Academic Radiology, 20(3), 387-389. doi: 
10.1016/j.acra.2012.09.022



Methods
• Two surveys were created using Qualtrics

software to evaluate radiology resident 
comfort/confidence and knowledge base 
regarding breast imaging emergencies.

• The surveys were sent to all 43 radiology 
residents prior to and after implementing our 
2 dedicated teaching interventions

• 36 of 43 residents completed the pre-
intervention survey and 39 of 43 residents 
completed the post-intervention survey.

– The 3 residents who did not complete the pre-
intervention survey were excluded from the 
study.



Methods

• Two interventions were implemented: 

– A department-approved reference guide 
detailing the appropriate responses to common 
emergent breast imaging issues was created 
and distributed to all residents and posted at 
the on call workstation.

– A breast imaging faculty member gave a 
didactic and interactive case-based 
presentation to the residents regarding call-
related breast issues. 
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Methods

• Statistical analysis:

– McNemar’s Test: to evaluate change in resident 
comfort level before and after the interventions. 

– T test scoring: 

• To determine if there was a statistically 
significant score difference (pre-test to post-
test).

• To determine if there was a significant 
difference in score between residents who 
used one or both interventions.

– Fisher Exact Test: to determine if there was a 
difference in comfort level change between 
residents who used one or both interventions.



Survey Results - Confidence

*A self-reported score of 1, 2, or 3 was considered “Uncomfortable”

• The residents rated their comfort level 
managing breast imaging issues on call 
from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest) on the 
pre-intervention survey.

• The post-intervention survey asked 
residents if they felt an increase in 
comfort level after the interventions.

• McNemar’s Test Results*
• 25 residents who initially felt 

uncomfortable felt an improvement 
after the interventions (p<0.0001)

• 8 residents who already felt 
comfortable prior to the 
interventions still felt an 
improvement in comfort (p<0.0001)

Comfort Level Pre-
Intervention

Number of
Residents

1 9

2 12

3 6

4 8

5 1

Improvement in 
Comfort Level

Number of 
Residents

Percentage

Improvement 33 91.7%

No Improvement 3 8.7%

McNemar’s Test Post-Intervention Self Reported 
Improvement

Pre-Intervention 
Comfort

No Improvement Improvement

Uncomfortable (1-
3)

2 25

Comfortable (4, 5) 1 8



Survey Results - Knowledge 
• The total possible score was 28 on the pre and post-

intervention surveys. 

• Average total score improvement after the interventions 
was 7.47 (SD of 6.88; 95% CI 5.23-9.72, p<0.0001). 

• The possible score using only knowledge questions was 21 
on the pre and post-intervention surveys

• Average score improvement on only knowledge based 
questions was 5.83 (SD 6.30; 95% CI 3.77-7.89, p<0.0001).

Score Averages Results

Average Total Pre-Test Score 10.7

Average Total Post-Test Score 18.2

Score Averages Results

Average Knowledge Questions Only Pre-Intervention Survey Score 8.4

Average Knowledge Questions Only Post-Intervention Survey Score 14.2



Results: One vs. Two Interventions

• 23 residents read the reference guide and attended the 
presentation.

• 12 residents read the reference guide or attended the 
conference, but not both. 

• 1 resident did not use either intervention 

• Although there was an increase in average score between 
the 1-intervention and 2-intervention groups, the 
difference was not statistically significant.

• All of the residents who utilized 2 interventions reported 
an improvement in comfort on the post-intervention 
survey.

Fisher Exact Test (p<0.04) Improvement No Improvement

One Intervention 10 3

Two Interventions 23 0



Discussion

• In our institution, managing breast imaging 
emergencies was identified as a specific area 
of resident knowledge deficit and stress.

• We hypothesized that creating and providing 
dedicated teaching tools would increase 
resident confidence and competence in 
managing on call breast imaging problems.

• In our study, residents that used a printed 
reference guide, attended a dedicated 
presentation, or both, reported an 
improvement in their comfort level and 
improved their scores on knowledge questions.  



Discussion

• In our study, using one or both educational 
interventions resulted in the same score 
increase on the pre- and post-intervention 
surveys.

– This may be due to the residents having the 
ability to choose which type of medium suited 
their learning style best. 

• Using both interventions gave residents a 
sense of increased comfort, although it did not 
achieve a statistically significant change in 
score results



Discussion: Limitations
• Our study is limited by its single institution 

population, and the findings may not be 
applicable to all radiology residencies. 

• A comprehensive multi-center study with a 
larger number of participants might determine 
if the effectiveness of the teaching 
interventions varies with residency year.

• Potential future investigation could evaluate 
the long-term effectiveness of the 
interventions and determine how often the 
residents refer to the posted reference guide 
as a reinforcement to the initial teaching. We 
also plan to present the educational 
conference annually.



Conclusion
• Providing dedicated teaching materials on a topic 

can significantly improve both knowledge base 
and comfort levels on call.

• A printed reference guide and a dedicated 
educational presentation were equally effective 
tools for teaching residents how to manage breast 
emergencies on call. 
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